State Regulations and Statutes

Below are the current Regulations and Statutes for Liquid-Fuel Carrier's License as of 1/3/2014. You may go to http://rvpolicy.kdor.ks.gov for the most current regulations and statutes.

Liquid-Fuel Carrier's License:

55-507. Liquid-fuel carrier's license; certificates for vehicles. No person shall transport any liquid fuels or motor fuels from any refinery, place of manufacture or production, or pipeline terminal, or across the state line, in quantities of 120 gallons or more over any of the public highways of this state without having first secured from the director of taxation, and at the time holding, a valid, unrevoked liquid-fuels carrier's license and a certificate thereof for each vehicle in which such person transports such fuels, nor shall any person transport any liquid fuel or motor fuels in quantities of 3,500 gallons or more over any of the public highways of this state from any point of origin other than a refinery, place of production or manufacture or pipeline terminal without having first secured from the director of taxation, and at the time holding a valid, unrevoked certificate of a liquid-fuels carrier's license for each vehicle in which such person transports such fuels. This section shall not apply to the transportation by any consumer in the consumer's own vehicle of liquid fuels exclusively for such consumer's own use from the place of purchase to the place where it is to be consumed by such consumer.

55-512. Marking of vehicles; determinations of weight, measure or volume of tanks; rules and regulations. Every vehicle used in transporting motor fuels subject to the provisions of this act shall be marked in accordance with rules and regulations adopted by the secretary of revenue. The secretary of revenue shall adopt and enforce rules and regulations for the administration and enforcement of the provisions of this article. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, all determinations of weight, measure or volume of any vehicle tank used in the transportation of motor fuels shall be made in accordance with the provisions of K.S.A. 83-201 et seq., and amendments thereto, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.

92-3-6 Marking of vehicles transporting liquid fuels. Each vehicle used in transporting liquid fuel, which is subject to the law pertaining to the transportation of liquid fuel, shall be marked or lettered as follows: (a) The liquid fuel carrier's name and address shall appear in plain letters not less than two inches in height on a sharply contrasting background on each side of the vehicle. (b) The liquid fuel carrier's license certification number shall appear in plain letters not less than two inches in height on a sharply contrasting background on each side of the vehicle. (Authorized by and implementing K.S.A. 55-512; effective Jan. 1, 1966; amended May 1, 1979; amended, E-82-26, Dec. 16, 1981; amended May 1, 1982; amended May 1, 1986.)

66-1328. Liquid-fuel-carriers; rules and regulations of secretary of revenue governing emergency or special trips; licenses; fees. (a) The secretary of revenue may adopt reasonable rules and regulations specifying circumstances under which substitute or extra vehicles to be used temporarily in case of emergency or special occasional trips by liquid-fuel-carriers currently
licensed by the secretary pursuant to K.S.A. 55-508 may be issued a special or trip license. The fee for each such license issued shall be five dollars ($5) and the term of such license shall be for such period of time as the secretary shall prescribe by rules and regulations.

(b) The secretary may in the same manner as set forth in subsection (a) provide for special or trip licenses to liquid-fuel-carriers not licensed under the provisions of K.S.A. 55-508 for vehicles which enter this state only on an occasional trip or in temporary service. The fee for each such license issued shall be five dollars ($5), and the term of such license shall be for such period of time as the secretary shall prescribe by rules and regulations.

79-34,118. 24-hour or 72-hour motor fuel permits; fees; rules and regulations; contracts with private issuing agents. Upon application to the director of taxation and payment of the fee prescribed under this section any interstate motor fuel user may obtain a 24-hour motor fuel permit or a 72-hour motor fuel permit which shall authorize one commercial motor vehicle to be operated for a period of 24-hours or 72-hours, respectively, without compliance with the other provisions of the interstate motor fuel use act and in lieu of the tax imposed by K.S.A. 79-34,109 and amendments thereto. The fee for each 24-hour motor fuel permit issued under this section shall be $13. The fee for each 72-hour motor fuel permit issued under this section shall be $25. Motor fuel permits may be purchased in multiples of three upon making proper application and payment of the required fees. The secretary of revenue shall adopt rules and regulations specifying the conditions under which motor fuel permits will be issued and providing for the issuance thereof. The secretary may designate agents or contract with private individuals, firms or corporations to issue such motor fuel permits so that such permits will be obtainable at convenient locations.


79-34,120. Vehicles not subject to provisions of act. Nothing in this act shall apply to any vehicle operated by or for: (a) This state or any of its agencies or subdivisions, or (b) the United States or any of its agencies, or (c) any agency of two or more states, or (d) any agency of one or more states and the United States. Nothing in this act shall apply to any school bus as defined by the laws of this state operated by, for or on behalf of a state, any subdivision thereof, or any private or privately operated school or schools. Nothing in this act shall apply to any vehicle having farm registration issued under authority of K.S.A. 8-143 and amendments thereto.

International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA)

*R212 Base Jurisdiction means the member jurisdiction where qualified motor vehicles are based for vehicle registration purposes and

.100 Where the operational control and operational records of the licensee’s qualified motor vehicles are maintained or can be made available; and

55-50

.200 Where some travel is accrued by qualified motor vehicles within the fleet. The commissioners of two or more affected jurisdictions may allow a person to consolidate several fleets that would otherwise be based in two or more jurisdictions.
*R245 Qualified Motor Vehicle means a motor vehicle used, designed, or maintained for transportation of persons or property and:
  .100 Having two axles and a gross vehicle weight or registered gross vehicle weight exceeding 26,000 pounds or 11,797 kilograms; or
  .200 Having three or more axles regardless of weight; or
  .300 Is used in combination, when the weight of such combination exceeds 26,000 pounds or 11,797 kilograms gross vehicle or registered gross vehicle weight.

Qualified Motor Vehicle does not include recreational vehicles.

R248 Recreational Vehicle means vehicles such as motor homes, pickup trucks with attached campers, and buses when used exclusively for personal pleasure by an individual. In order to qualify as a recreational vehicle, the vehicle shall not be used in connection with any business endeavor.

*R305 LICENSING REQUIREMENT any person based in a member jurisdiction operating a qualified motor vehicle(s) in two or more member jurisdictions is required to license under this Agreement, except as indicated in IFTA Articles of Agreement Sections R310 and R500.

R310 TRIP PERMITS In lieu of motor fuel tax licensing under this Agreement, persons may elect to satisfy motor fuels use tax obligations on a trip-by-trip basis.